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Perry Hall Park 
(Image Credit: Brian Slater)



Black Voices, ACE dance and music, Legacy Centre of Excellence 
and Black Arts Forum came together to present ROUTE 34 – 
EMBRACING CULTURES, a six-month extravaganza of texture, 
soundscape and colour that celebrated the richness of culture 
in Birmingham. The Caribbean is a diverse region in climate and 
terrain, with flora that brims with natural wonder. Route 34 took 
inspiration from this vibrant backdrop, as carnival characters 
and mass voices from the choral community joined together for 
a series of performances and community-led activities. 

The four organisations that curated the project represent 
Birmingham’s leading African Diaspora arts organisations and 
form the North Birmingham Alliance (NBA). ACE dance and music 
is led by Ian Parmel, Black Voices is led by Carol Pemberton MBE, 
Black Arts Forum is led by Pauline Bailey, and the Legacy Centre 
of Excellence is led by Keith Shayaam-Smith. Together they aim 
to pool their expertise, networks, and resources, to create a 
sustainable framework to raise quality and access to the arts 
and participation for communities in north Birmingham.

Birmingham 2022 Festival and NBA commissioned Earthen 
Lamp to compile a qualitative evaluation of the impact of Route 
34 on the consortium and the four participating organisations. 
This report compiles findings from this study undertaken by the 
Earthen Lamp team, presented in the form of four impact case 
studies to highlight the differing effects on the organisations. It 
also summarises the impact of the project on NBA with an aim to 
support future activities of the consortium.

INTRODUCTION

3D costume mapping by Taran3D
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Doorstep Carnival
(Image Credit: Pauline Bailey)
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BIRMINGHAM 2022 
FESTIVAL EVALUATION 
PROGRAMME OVERVIEW
As part of the Birmingham 2022 Festival, we have commissioned 
nine evaluative reports. These are as follows:

n Birmingham 2022 Cultural Festival Evaluation Report –  
Indigo-Ltd Consortium
n Untold Stories: Case Studies – Indigo-Ltd Consortium
n Skills Development: Case Studies – Indigo-Ltd Consortium
n Inclusive Practise: Case Studies – Indigo-Ltd Consortium
n International Collaboration – The Audience Agency 
n Critical Mass – The Audience Agency
n ‘LGBTQ+ Space’ – Dr Roz Stewart Hall
n Creative City Grants Programme – M·E·L Research
n Route 34: North Birmingham Alliance – Earthen Lamp

Suppliers for eight of these reports have collected qualitative 
data against bespoke evaluation methodologies, specific to the 
projects (or collection of projects) they are working with. This 
has totalled qualitative engagement with 52 projects across 
the programme. The consortium of our overarching report, 
the Birmingham 2022 Festival Evaluation Report, have focused 
on collecting quantitative data. This has totalled quantitative 
engagement with 203 projects across the region. Qualitative-
focused suppliers have then used quantitative data in their 
respective reports.

We have chosen to publish our evaluation as nine reports to 
adequately represent a large, broad, and diverse set of projects 
that make up the Birmingham 2022 Festival. Whilst these reports 
come together to present the unified, collective narrative 
(outlined in the Birmingham 2022 Festival Evaluation Report) 
they individually display tangible and nuanced learnings and 
impacts. We hope that in the combined reading of the macro and 
the micro Cultural Sector and its wider stakeholders will seek to 
take forward these learnings from our practise and impact.

Fabio Thomas 
Monitoring and Evaluation Manager

Birmingham 2022 Festival 

Birmingham 2022 Festival, Bullring 6th August 
(Image Credit: John Phillips/Getty Images)



 PROJECT OBJECTIVES BIRMINGHAM 2022 FESTIVAL OBJECTIVES DATA SOURCES / TOOLS

What is the impact of the investment in the 
north Birmingham area on the local cultural 
infrastructure?

Long term: A stronger more resilient cultural 
sector

Interviews (core team)

How have the project activities / alliance 
contributed to cultural leadership 
development?

Short term: Young people develop valuable skills 
and participate in activities 
Long term: A stronger more resilient cultural 
sector 

Interviews (core team and young 
leaders)

Who participated and accessed the project 
and how was it received? (Hypothesis – 
Culturally specific work best received by 
individuals closely related to that culture)

Short term: Increased awareness and inclusion 
of different groups 
Medium term: Increased levels of understanding 
and respect among different groups and levels 
of participation in the community 

Survey data – feedback and 
demographics 
Feedback received through 
participatory activities 
Interviews (core team) 

How has the project contributed to the 
organisation’s and alliance’s aspirations and 
activities for their future? 

Medium term: Audience which are more 
representative of the regions communities 
regularly attend and participate in cultural 
activities

Interviews (core team)

How has the project contributed to 
the alliance’s position in the cultural 
infrastructure/chain in the city?

Long term: Strengthening civic pride, community 
cohesion, inclusion, and creative and cultural 
participation in diverse community

Interviews (core team) 
Quotes from city cultural 
stakeholders/funders 

ROUTE 34: NORTH 
BIRMINGHAM ALLIANCE 
PROJECT EVALUATION
This evaluation study’s aims and priorities were devised in 
consultation with the members of NBA. The qualitative study 
makes two key contributions:

1. To understand the impact of Route 34 on the individual 
organisations and their future aspirations.

2. To understand the impact of Route 34 and the experience of 
undertaking this project on the future work and direction of NBA.

The objectives of the study are as follows: 

n What is the impact of the investment in the north Birmingham 
area on the local cultural infrastructure? 

n How have the project activities / alliance contributed to 
cultural leadership development? 

n Who participated and accessed the project and how was it 
received? 

n How has the project contributed to the organisations’ and 
alliance’s aspirations and activities for their future? 

n How has the project contributed to the alliance’s position in 
the cultural infrastructure/chain in the city? 

Data for this study was gathered through secondary sources 
and in-depth interviews with a range of individuals that 
interacted with Route 34 in various capacities. Participants 
included the leaders of the four organisations, associated 
artists, youth leaders/participants and local residents 
(attenders). In total, 10 in-depth interviews were conducted 

to inform this study and the case studies presented below. 
Additionally, quantitative data from audiences and participants 
was collected and provided by Birmingham 2022 Festival, which 
was used to supplement the qualitative data. An outline of the 
data collection framework used to inform this study is presented 
below:
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Community Spirit event at Symphony Hall 10th July
(Image Credit: Jonathan Williams, B:Music)
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Image Credit: Jolyon Holroyd
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Black Voices and ACE dance and music are the longest 
established black arts organisations in Birmingham. Their 
working relationship spans decades and has included:

n Sharing best practice, networks, policy and project delivery

n Collaborative programme delivery - drumming, dance and 
singing workshops

n Advocacy for black arts/artists

n Signposting to widen engagement with young people from 
across the African diaspora

n Co-creation of a range of resources to support delivery of 
their outreach programmes

In more recent years, as an integral component in the 
establishment of the Black Arts Forum in 2014 and with the newly 
launched Legacy Centre of Excellence, Black Voices and ACE 
dance and music teamed up with Black Arts Forum and Legacy 
Centre of Excellence to explore working collaboratively, pooling 
their collective knowledge, experience and resources to deliver 
large scale programmes towards building and widening reach 
whilst providing the highest quality engagement opportunities in 
arts and culture.

These four African Diaspora led arts organisations came 
together as the NBA, driven by their location and communities in 
north Birmingham, under-served by the arts and on many socio-
economic levels, with a clear aim to shine a positive light on the 
great work being done north of the city centre and to change the 
negative narrative that has seemingly become indelible.

Route 34 was a visionary and ambitious project celebrating 
Birmingham hosting the 2022 Commonwealth Games – a once-
in-a-lifetime opportunity and a first for NBA.  The programme 
developed from the concept of bringing Caribbean-inspired 
costumes to the streets of Birmingham and reaching the 
diversity of communities that line the A34 route from the city 
centre to north-west Birmingham. The project’s aims were 
embedded in the wider goals of the Games to engage everyone 
in the city and leave a sporting legacy and facilities which 
are developed for community use. For the case of north-west 
Birmingham this meant investing in the transformation of the 
Alexander Stadium and other regeneration activities since 
2022. After its initial use as a key Games venue the stadium will 
become a focal point of health, wellbeing, sport, academic and 
community activity in an improved Perry Park. For NBA Route 
34 offered an opportunity to explore, learn and work together 
– exercising the strengths and limitations of each individual 
organisation involved in the consortium.

The combination of skills in the NBA partnership resulted in a 
variety of outputs, including community outreach activities and 
school workshops. The primary artistic outputs of Route 34 
were:

n A comissioned anthem, We Rise, composed by Ken Burton, 
which was launched by over 800 choral singers in Symphony 
Hall on 10th July and then performed in parks, shopping centres 
and sports venues throught August. Over 19 community choirs 
with their choir leaders in an extensive skills development 
programme.

n Spectacular costumes inspired by the 11 Carribean islands 
and countries created by Clary Salandy (Mahogony Arts), Anna 
Lewis, and Ryan Laight.

n A dance piece choreographed by Jamaal Burkmar for ACE 
dance and music, which premiered at Symphony Hall B: Music 
Community Spirit on July 10th.

n A dance and education performance work in Perry Hall 
Park involving 405 participants from 14 schools (primary & 
secondary) over six weeks led by six freelance artists and 
six professional dance company members. 13 school groups 
performed in Perry Hall Park on July 16th for the first Family Fun 
Day in Perry Hall Park.

n A new outdoor performance work performed at Live Site 
Illuminate with fire artists which engaged audiences during 
outdoor night time performance.

BIRMINGHAM 2022 
FESTIVAL PRESENTS NORTH 
BIRMINGHAM ALLIANCE 
ROUTE 34: EMBRACING 
CULTURES
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*Collected as part of the Birmingham 2022 Festival 
Evaluation Report, conducted by the Indigo-Ltd Consortium.

154,571
REACHED

AUDIENCE ENGAGEMENTS 
ACROSS THE PROGRAMME*

113
EMPLOYED

ARTISTS

3,363
ENGAGED

PARTICIPANTS*
427

INCLUDED

SESSIONS*

Doorstep Carnival
(Image Credit: Pauline Bailey)
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They came together at various junctures to be presented at the 
following events: 

n July 1st NBA Launch, Legacy Centre 2pm-4pm 

n July 2nd Aston Mardi Gras, Legacy Centre 12pm-4pm and 
9pm-2am 

n July 3rd Community Spirit with Black Voices, Warwick Arts 
Centre 3pm-4pm 

n July 8th Mostly Jazz festival, Moseley Park 6pm-8pm 

n July 10th B-Music Community Spirit, Symphony Hall 3pm-5pm
  
n July 16th Family Fun Day, Perry Hall Park 12noon-5pm  

n July 30th Illuminate, Smithfield Live Site 8pm-10pm 

n August 6th It’s Carnival, Bullring City Centre 11am-7pm  

n August 13th Caribbean Flora, Midlands Arts Centre 
Birmingham 12noon-6pm  

n August 27th Doorstep Carnival, Grosvenor Road Studio (GRS) 
1pm-6pm 

n August 27th NBA Closing Party, Legacy Centre 7pm-1am 

n September 18th PoliNation Victoria Square 2pm-4pm 
(cancelled as it coincided with the formal period of mourning for 
Queen Elizabeth II)

Caribbean Flora at Midlands Arts Centre 
(Image Credit: Pauline Bailey)
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“ANNUALLY, 
THE PROJECT 
CELEBRATES THE 
VARIETY AND 
EXCELLENCE OF 
CHORAL SINGING 
IN THE WEST 
MIDLANDS, 
CREATING AN 
OPPORTUNITY 
FOR REGIONAL 
CHOIRS TO SHARE 
REPERTOIRE AND 
FORM LASTING 
FRIENDSHIPS 
THROUGH SINGING 
TOGETHER.”

Black Voices is an all-female a cappella quintet founded in 
1987 and based at Grosvenor Road Studios in Birmingham. 
“Championing black music,” the choir is known for its unique 
style, drawing on versatile musical traditions from across the 
global African diaspora. The ensemble has been Associate 
Artists of Symphony Hall, Birmingham since 2005 and Artists 
in Residence at Warwick Arts Centre since 2021. Since 2009, 
Black Voices have been involved in an annual project called 
‘Community Spirit’ as part of their role as Associate Artists at 
B:Music (Symphony Hall), which brings together a community 
choir of hundreds.

In 2022, on an even bigger scale than usual, this annual event 
was a core element of Route 34 - Embracing Cultures, as local 
choirs from across the Birmingham/West Midlands region were 
united to form a choral mass of over 1,200 singers, led by Black 
Voices. 19 choirs took part in ‘Community Spirit’.  Participating 
choirs were diverse in nature and included as part of this wider 
engagement: signing choirs, a choir of breast cancer patients, 
and a bereavement support choir for people who had lost loved 
ones to COVID19.  These choirs were led by local choir leaders.

The project culminated in concerts at Warwick Arts Centre 
(3rd July) and Symphony Hall (10th July), including the world 
premiere of the anthem ‘We Rise’ by Ken Burton, commissioned 
as part of the NBA project. A second children’s anthem was 
commissioned and co-created by Peter Daley and children 
from participating school choirs. These concerts also featured 
dancers/performers from ACE dance and music. Black Voices 
also participated in the Route 34 carnivals. 

BLACK VOICES AND ITS 
ROLE IN ROUTE 34 

ACE dance and music was founded in 1996 in north Birmingham. 
They are a national and international touring dance company 
and leaders in the field of contemporary African and Caribbean 
dance. Alongside their professional work, they also offer dance 
classes for children and adults at their studios in Floodgate 
Street, Digbeth. ACE dance and music also work on projects 
with artists, schools, and community groups. They run several 
projects each year which build community involvement 
and promote development opportunities for dancers and 
choreographers. Recent projects include Navigate, a black 
choreographic project giving opportunities to two emerging 
choreographers to present their work on a professional stage, 
and Cultural Spring 2019, an accessible outreach programme 
targeting schools and families in north Birmingham. 

ACE dance and music performers took part in many of the Route 
34 Embracing Cultures events. Their dancers performed at 
Mostly Jazz on 8th July, the Bullring on 6th August, the Carnival 
Flora event at the Midlands Arts Centre on 13th August and the 
Doorstep Carnival at Grosvenor Road Studios on 28th August. 
ACE dance and music also collaborated with 14 local schools to 
perform at the Family Fun Day in Perry Hall Park on 16th July. 

ACE DANCE AND MUSIC AND 
ITS ROLE IN ROUTE 34 
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Legacy Centre of Excellence (Legacy Centre), established in 
September 2019, is a community hub and arts centre based in 
Aston, north Birmingham. It is managed by 7E Youth Academy, 
a Birmingham-based social enterprise funded by Arts Council 
England. Legacy Centre markets itself as the largest black-
owned business and arts centre of its kind in Europe. Legacy 
Centre strives to be the “pioneers of black excellence” and has 
cultivated a broad offering of live theatre and music, educational 
opportunities, creative workshops, and business development 
support, in pursuit of this goal. In addition to hosting a varied 
programme of events for the community, they also provide 
affordable rehearsal, exhibition, event, and office space within 
their multi-purpose building. Legacy Centre has high-speed 
streaming/videography facilities to support the streaming of 
events live and globally.

A key event they have recently been involved with (as a host 
venue) is Black Pound Day (BPD), a monthly market featuring 
an array of small Black-owned businesses. A recent BPD event 
featured tie-in activities aimed at families, including a Jamaican 
Saturday School, flag-making and an evening talent show which 
showcased local people.

Legacy Centre provided a core location for Route 34: Embracing 
Cultures in Summer 2022, as the project both launched and 
concluded at the centre.

LEGACY CENTRE OF 
EXCELLENCE AND ITS ROLE 
IN ROUTE 34 

Image Credit: Jolyon Holroyd

Black Arts Forum (BAF) is a network of Black artists and 
Black-led organisations that share resources and information 
to promote the work of existing artists, nurture new talent 
and leadership expertise, and deliver activities for the wider 
community. They started as an informal network to support 
Black artists in 2014 and are now based at Grosvenor Road 
Studios in north Birmingham alongside Black Voices. BAF works 
on community outreach programmes in partnership with 
community organisations across Birmingham and beyond. They 
aim to enable wider access to the arts, particularly for those 
who are under-served or face barriers to access. 

Their first project, in 2017, was the Elders Project in partnership 
with the Midlands Arts Centre (MAC) which collaborated with 
emerging and established artists to provide activities for 
elders living in Aston and Newtown using a co-designing model. 

BLACK ARTS FORUM AND 
ITS ROLE IN ROUTE 34 

Work from this project was exhibited at the MAC and then in 
community venues across the region including Grosvenor 
Road Studios. From 2019 to 2021 the CREATE programme 
(Creative Renewal, Enterprise, Arts Training, and Empowerment) 
supported artists to deliver a range of activities and events. 
Building on this, the Empowering Leaders to Lead programme 
supported 10 artists to take steps into leadership in the creative 
and cultural industries. The Music Exposed programme is 
another example of the work BAF is doing to showcase the 
work of local emerging and established artists. Music Exposed 
has been running since 2017, with live music, spoken word, jam 
sessions, free refreshments, and activities for local families. For 
Route 34, a key element of the Doorstep Carnival at Grosvenor 
Road Studios on 27 August was a Music Exposed set that took 
place on the stage in the Community Garden.

Also as part of Route 34 BAF collaborated with Taran3D, 
and created virtual costumes that enabled them to engage 
audiences in a new way.  People were able to try the costumes 
on virtually and there was a lot of engagement at the MAC event 
with these virtual costumes. 
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Mostly Jazz Festival

AUDIENCES AND PARTICIPANT PROFILE  
AND FEEDBACK
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“THE FESTIVAL WAS A FANTASTIC 
WAY TO CELEBRATE CULTURES 
AND THE ACHIEVEMENTS OF 
SCHOOL PUPILS.

OUR PARENTS AND CHILDREN 
ABSOLUTELY LOVED IT. IT 
PROVIDED AN OPPORTUNITY FOR 
SOMETHING THAT OUR PUPILS 
WOULD OTHERWISE NOT HAVE 
DONE.”

Based on the data gathered across Route 34 events and 
activities by B2022 Monitoring and Evaluation Team a summary 
of the profile and feedback from audiences and visitors is 
presented on the next page.

AUDIENCES AND 
PARTICIPANT PROFILE 
AND FEEDBACK
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AUDIENCES* 

76%
RATED EXPERIENCE 

AS EXCELLENT

87%
AGREED THAT IT WAS DIFFERENT 

FROM THINGS THEY HAVE 
EXPERIENCED BEFORE

91%
FELT IT MADE THEM FEEL 
PROUD OF THEIR LOCAL 

AREA

70%
LIVED IN AND AROUND 

BIRMINGHAM

OVER HALF WERE 
AGED BETWEEN 

25 – 44
*110 respondents
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PARTICIPANTS* 

“IT’S WONDERFUL TO BE PART OF AN INCLUSIVE AND DIVERSE COMMUNITY 
THAT WELCOMES EVERYONE TO CELEBRATE CREATIVITY IN THEIR LOCAL AREA. 
THANKS FOR A FABULOUS EXPERIENCE!”

*353 respondents

88%
AGREED THAT IT HAD A POSITIVE 

IMPACT ON THEIR PHYSICAL 
HEALTH AND MENTAL 

WELLBEING

98%
 RATED THEIR EXPERIENCES AS 

EXCELLENT OR GOOD

86%
AGREED THAT IT HELPED THEM TO 

FEEL CONNECTED TO PEOPLE 
IN THE COMMUNITY

>70%
WERE OVER 55

54%
 LIVE IN AND AROUND 

BIRMINGHAM 

43%
RESIDED IN THE WIDER WEST 

MIDLANDS REGION

78%
AGREED THAT IT HELPED THEM 

GAIN NEW INSIGHT OR 
KNOWLEDGE
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Community Spirit rehearsal 
(Image Credit: Pauline Bailey)
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IMPACT OF THE PROJECT 
ON NBA AND THE WAY 
FORWARD
Through the project, the existing relationship between the four 
organisations of the NBA was consolidated on a larger scale 
than before. Interviewees were alert to the ways in which Route 
34 “proved that we’ve got something worth working on and 
developing”, demonstrating the quality and value of their work 
as a collective. In particular, working collaboratively and sharing 
resources forged “an infrastructure” to help each organisation 
realise their goals. One of the respondents highlighted that the 
NBA organisations had engaged in conversations long before the 
Commonwealth Games surrounding the possibility of developing 
a music hub in Birmingham catering to non-Western forms. This 
was in response to frustrations surrounding the tokenism faced 
by Black Voices, such as “people just inviting us in for two hours 
during World Music Week.” Route 34 reinforced the importance 
of bringing such a space into being for the communities of north 
Birmingham. 

Interviewees felt that the project strengthened the position 
of the NBA within the cultural infrastructure of Birmingham. 
They believed that the project brought something new to the 
Commonwealth Games and added value to the city. It also 
represented the different communities within the area and 
made people more aware of the cultural activities the area 
has to offer. The NBA’s practice encouraged participants from 
diverse cultural backgrounds to communicate and collaborate. 
The project involved people of Caribbean and non-Caribbean 
heritage working all together, an integration of different 

traditions all feeding into the end result.  An example given by 
an interviewee was the craft group from Yardley. The women 
who took part were of Pakistani origin. They worked on the head 
pieces, incorporating designs from their own culture into the 
Caribbean themed costumes. This is one example of the NBA’s 
practice enabling intercultural exchange.

As the exciting possibilities of the NBA were explored in 
interviews, interviewees reflected on how the alliance 
could develop moving forward. Throughout the project all 
organisations occupied multiple roles.  A key suggestion was 
that “the roles of the organisations need to be more clearly 
defined” within the wider structure of the NBA and that this 
could possibly be achieved by tapping into the unique strengths 
and resources of each organisation, so that they all made an 
equitable contribution (for instance, it was suggested that 

“IT SHOWS PEOPLE 
THAT WE CAN 
BRING IT, WE’RE A 
FORCE, A POSITIVE 
ONE. THAT WHAT 
WE HAVE AND 
WHAT WE GIVE IS 
OF VALUE.”

“MAYBE IF WE’D KNOWN 
HOW ENORMOUS IT WAS 
GOING TO BECOME, I 
THINK WE SHOULD HAVE 
ENSURED THAT THOSE 
STAFF MEMBERS WERE 
IN PLACE TO SUPPORT 
THE PROJECT.”

Legacy Centre could be a key venue for activities while other 
organisations may take specific responsibilities for aspects 
such as outreach/community engagement or the coordination 
of events). It was felt by some interviewees that too much of the 
burden “fell on the shoulders of a few” which again reinforces 
the importance of clearly defining roles and responsibilities 
moving forward.

Route 34 was described as “a learning curve” for the NBA 
organisations. The huge scale the project eventually took 
was not wholly anticipated and the organisations were not 
always resourced to cope. It is important to note that NBA 
were, at times, affected by communication issues with the 
Commonwealth Games and organisational delays due to “the 
lateness of the funding coming through” for the project. 
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ROLE AND PURPOSE OF 
NORTH BIRMINGHAM 
ALLIANCE 
One of the core intentions of NBA is “to put Black Art on the map” 
and provide a dedicated, supportive space “enabling people” 
to explore their creative ambitions and promote local artists. 
For example, Grosvenor Road Studios and Legacy Centre have 
given local artists the opportunity to exhibit their work. It should 
be noted that it shouldn’t be the sole responsibility of NBA to 
support local people and amplify Black art/ists in this way, 
although their collaboration is undoubtedly making an important 
contribution to this wider movement. 

NBA was seen by interviewees as a body that sought to 
encourage collaboration between Black-led arts organisations 
to “develop cross art form events and projects,” and promote 
“more cohesive working relationships between organisations” 
as a priority. The other function of the alliance was seen as 
engaging communities and to inspire people, to show that, 
“anything is achievable if people put themselves out there.” 
Some respondents felt that NBA was primarily about building 
a “very well-connected network” of established organisations 
that together joined forces to offer a community resource, each 
bringing some unique expertise to the table. 

One interviewee felt strongly that the purpose of the alliance 
was about longevity and legacy. The aim is, they felt, to provide 
opportunities for young people and show them the potential they 
have and the benefits they can gain from the arts.

However, not everyone was clear on the exact role and purpose 
of the alliance. One person felt that further work was needed to 
promote a shared vision. The next stage should be to develop 
increased clarity on the functions and roles of the NBA member 
organisations, working closely together with shared purpose. 
Another felt that the workload needs to be shared more equally 
between the organisations and that further collaboration is 
needed. 

More widely, a key purpose for the alliance was promoting north 
Birmingham and laying the foundation for stronger collaboration 
and cohesion throughout the city’s cultural sector and in 
particular linking cultural engagement in north Birmingham and 
the city centre. There was a feeling from some interviewees 
that south Birmingham “tends to get much more in terms of 
cultural activity,” and NBA contributes to redressing the balance. 

“AS AN OUTSIDER, IF YOU 
WANT TO WORK WITH 
NBA, YOU CAN HAVE 
EVERYTHING. YOU HAVE 
A VENUE, A CHOIR, ART, 
MUSIC AND DANCE. SO 
I THINK FOR SOMEONE 
OUTSIDE OF NBA TO 
WORK WITH NBA…I 
THINK IT’S A GOOD 
INVESTMENT.”

“CREATING SOMETHING, 
NOT JUST BECAUSE YOU 
LIKE IT, BUT BECAUSE YOU 
CAN ACTUALLY MAKE A 
CAREER OUT OF IT.” 
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This included building a stronger profile for arts and culture in 
the north and encouraging “a real mix of people from across 
Birmingham” to come to their venues/events from all over the 
city.  It was noted that: 

It was felt by some interviewees that work is required to develop 
the strategy of the NBA and determine the roles of the different 
organisations within the alliance. One interviewee hoped that 
the NBA would make more of the international connections 
that member organisations have and incorporate international 
elements within their work. 

“TO SHINE A LIGHT, TO 
KEEP SHINING THAT 
LIGHT ON NORTH 
BIRMINGHAM.” 

“THERE NEEDS TO BE A BIGGER 
COHESION OF SPACES – SO THAT 
PEOPLE FROM ACROSS THE CITY 
AND ACROSS THE ARTS WORK 
TOGETHER AND SHARE SPACES.”

“WE NEED TO TAKE 
THE BEST OF WHAT 
WORKED WELL AND MAKE 
SOMETHING ELSE HAPPEN. 
ROUTE 34 HAS PROVEN WE 
CAN DELIVER, OVERDELIVER 
REALLY.” 

“SHE WAS TERRIFIED, BUT 
SHE DID IT, AND FOR ME 
THAT’S WHAT IT IS ABOUT, 
GIVING PEOPLE THOSE 
OPPORTUNITIES TO SHINE. IT 
WAS SO EXCITING TO WATCH.” 

Two interviewees felt that capacity building within the 
organisation was necessary in order to open up further 
opportunities. To host large events like Route 34 in the future, 
more staff would be needed. A realistic suggestion was to focus 
on one big event a year, a festival that incorporated different 
genres of music, visual art, and digital work, not just carnival. 

Engaging more with the Arts Council or having members who 
have the knowledge and skills to engage with the funders and 
senior cultural leadership organisations was also suggested as a 
useful way to maintain the NBA’s work. 

Route 34 indicated that the NBA is capable of delivering public 
and artist engagement activities with great success. Additional 
work is needed to increase the NBA’s reach across the whole 
city of Birmingham. Some respondents felt that using existing 
schools’ networks, for example sports networks, may be a way 
to access other parts of the city. 

Interviewees also commented that another important aspect 
of the NBA’s mission should be its artist development functions. 
Mentoring, skill building, and opportunities to practice their skills 
are all key areas of artist development which were showcased 
by the NBA during Route 34.

The importance of engaging new audiences was highlighted 
as a way to continue NBA’s work with a diverse participant 
base. Engaging with emerging artists at the Doorstep Carnival 
provided people an opportunity to shine. One interviewee 
worked with a poet who was able to showcase her work on 
stage for the first time: 
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NBA’S AND NORTH 
BIRMINGHAM’S POSITION IN 
BIRMINGHAM’S CULTURAL 
INFRASTRUCTURE 

NBA’S AND NORTH BIRMINGHAM’S  POSITION 
IN BIRMINGHAM’S CULTURAL INFRASTRUCTURE 

The project provided a much-needed insight into how north 
Birmingham fits into a broader landscape of arts and culture in 
the city. For one interviewee, this was described as: 

Similarly, although north Birmingham often “gets left behind” 
and its cultural ecology was seen by some as emergent, this 
project “opened people’s eyes to what can happen there.” The 
NBA brought together varied aspects of local arts and cultural 
provision to show people “what there is and what they can do.” 
Route 34 also highlighted the only major arts centres in north 
Birmingham: Grosvenor Road Studios and the Legacy Centre. 

The Commonwealth Games were seen as a foundation and a 
springboard for the continuing work of the NBA; interviewees 
were keen to stress that the success of the partnership 
“wasn’t just the fluke of the games” but that Route 34 captured 
the genuine potential of the NBA moving forward. It also 

increased awareness of the alliance’s existence. For instance, 
a participating choir leader commented that “it was nice to get 
involved because I didn’t know there was an alliance.” Another 
noted that footfall in Grosvenor Road Studios had tripled since 
the project concluded. A similar impact was upon participant 
aspirations; expectations for the capabilities of organisations 
and individuals had been surpassed in that people didn’t realise 
“we could deliver this kind of scale of work” so successfully. This 
highlighted north Birmingham’s contribution to the city’s wider 
cultural infrastructure. 

One artist interviewed felt that the best way to promote north 
Birmingham as an area of thriving arts and culture was to 
continue to host events and projects of a similar nature, no 
matter what size, in order to ensure sustained activity. 

Another felt that more support was needed from senior city 
leaders, particularly from Birmingham City Council, to increase 
the visibility of ethnic minority communities. Funding is needed 
to maintain these events and organisations in order to sustain 
their activity.

“AN EYE-OPENER… IT 
SHOWED THAT WE ARE 
STILL TRYING TO CRACK 
OPEN NORTH BIRMINGHAM 
ARTS.”

“WE JUST NEED TO KEEP 
DOING IT AND DO MORE, 
JUST KEEP THROWING 
PROJECTS OUT THERE, NO 
MATTER HOW SMALL.” 

“THERE NEEDS 
TO BE A BIT OF A 
SORT OF EFFORT 
TOWARDS LETTING 
ORGANISATIONS 
LIKE NORTH 
BIRMINGHAM 
ALLIANCE BE 
INVOLVED IN THOSE 
DISCUSSIONS AND 
OPPORTUNITIES 
SO THAT THEY 
CAN THEN PUT A 
FOOT FORWARD 
AND SAY, WELL, 
ACTUALLY THERE’S 
SOMETHING THAT 
WE COULD DO 
HERE.” 
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“WE’RE ON A WAVE. WE JUST KEEP 
RIDING THE WAVE, YEAH. SO IT’S A GREAT 
EXCITEMENT AND YOU CAN EVEN SEE IT 
WITHIN THE PEOPLE THAT COME TO THE 
CENTRE. THEY’RE JUST LIKE… 
WOW, WHAT’S NEXT?”

GRS on the street 
(Image Credit: Pauline Bailey)



Choir warm up 
(Image Credit: Carol Pemberton, Black Voices)
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IMPACT ON THE 
ORGANISATION’S MISSION 

Route 34 supported Black Voices’ mission of “enabling 
participation” and encouraging the “widest possible inclusion” 
in its activities. Involving the community in the project across 
myriad roles, including behind-the-scenes and performance 
roles, was seen as contributing to this goal of extending 
opportunities for all people to enjoy music. Specifically, it gave 
people “opportunities to make and create music and have a 
platform to deliver their music on.” 

19 community choirs were involved in the Community Spirit 
element of the project.

BIRMINGHAM
n Birmingham Community Gospel Choir
n Black Voices
n B Positive Choir
n Brandhall Community Choir
n Halas Homes
n In Sound Company Community Choir
n Lichfield Gospel Choir
n Northfield Notes
n Pop Choir
n Reggae Choir
n Town Hall Gospel Choir
n Quinton Community Choir
n Voices Entwined

WARWICKSHIRE
n City of Coventry Male Voice Choir
n Myron Hospice Choir
n Senza Nome
n Synergy (The Gridtones)
n Three Spires Barbershop
n Woodland Singer

Organisers felt that the anthem ‘We Rise’ in itself strengthened 
feelings of community and solidified a sense of common identity 
among participants, due to the song’s Birmingham-themed 
motifs and local “references that everybody could relate to,” 
uniting the “diverse cultures that make up our city” under a 
shared Birmingham identity. This was supported by what they 
found to be an overwhelmingly positive response via feedback 
forms.  Participants were asked to rate various aspects of their 
experience by indicating how much they agreed with a series 
of statements. Agreement was generally high, with 70% or 
more of respondents agreeing with all but one statement. The 
highest rated aspects had to do with wellbeing and connection 
to community and place: 88% of respondents agreed with 
the statement “It had a positive impact on my physical health 
and mental wellbeing”, 86% agreed with “It helped me to feel 
connected to people in the community”, and 85% with “It made 
me feel proud of my local area”.  80% of respondents agreed 
with the statement “It made me feel connected to a shared 
history/culture”

“TOGETHER WE RISE 
FROM THE SMALLEST ISLE 
TO THE LARGEST LAND 
TOGETHER WE STRIVE (OH) 
STEP BY STEP, HAND IN HAND 
ONE HEART, ONE AIM 
ONE LOVE, ONE GAME 
ONE MIND, ONE RACE 
ONE SOUL, ONE PACE
WE RISE 
AND ALL THE WORLD WILL
SING IN VICTORY”
 (CHORUS OF ‘WE RISE’)

“IT HAS BEEN AN AMAZING 
EXPERIENCE, SOMETHING I 
WILL ALWAYS REMEMBER. IT’S 
BUILT MY CONFIDENCE AND I 
FEEL INSPIRED TO TRAVEL INTO 
BIRMINGHAM MORE OFTEN FOR 
SOCIAL AND CULTURAL EVENTS 
IN THE FUTURE.”
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IMPACT ON THE CULTURAL 
LIFE AND IMAGE OF THE 
LOCAL AREA 
Route 34 renewed emphasis upon the cultural possibilities of 
north Birmingham, in direct contrast to what interviewees saw 
as an overly southern-centric cultural offering within the city. 
Black Voices were keen to root their work in the north as far as 
possible and “make the people who work and live here visible.” 
For example, over half of the choirs involved in Community Spirit 
were based in north Birmingham. As one interviewee noted, 
while discourse surrounding north Birmingham had previously 
tended to focus on issues such as social deprivation and gang 
culture, the project helped to redress the balance and “shine a 
light on some of the good stuff that happens there.” For example, 
the inner-city suburb of Handsworth was cited by another 
interviewee, who observed that, despite the negativity directed 
towards the area’s large Afro-Caribbean community over many 
years, Route 34 “has gone some way to show that great things 
can come out of any area if you work hard.” In this regard, the 
positivity surrounding Route 34 has helped to improve the image 
of the local area. 

The area of Perry Barr is currently the focal point of extensive 
regeneration activities, including improvements to local 
transport routes, transformation of Alexander Stadium and a 
total of 5,000 new homes to be built as part of the Perry Barr 
residential scheme. Route 34 has also improved the “look” of 
places such as Perry Barr, which was described as cleaner, 
“brighter and better.” Due to the established reputation and 
widespread renown of Black Voices, their involvement was also 
seen as contributing to the prestige of the events and imbuing 
north Birmingham with added “kudos.”

It was felt that the Doorstep Carnival quite literally brought 
arts and culture to the doorsteps of local people in a way that 
widened access as many audience members watched the event 
from their windows; an interviewee recalled “looking up in the 
windows and seeing people.” This enabled the carnival to reach 
parts of the community who may be less likely to proactively 
seek arts and cultural engagement or see the arts as something 
“for” them. Similarly, one interviewee felt that the project “left an 
impact on schools” in that it cultivated a stronger interest in arts 
and cultural education among young people, especially those 
from deprived areas. As part of the Community Spirit project 
in local schools, children had the chance to write verses of the 
“children’s anthem” themselves, based on “issues that they felt 
were important to them, things that they wanted to say about 
Birmingham.” This engagement revitalised, among some children, 
a curiosity about music and a desire to continue learning, such 
that 

OPPORTUNITIES FOR 
SKILLS AND LEADERSHIP 
DEVELOPMENT 
The nature of Community Spirit, involving different choirs 
from the Birmingham/West Midlands region, meant that 
successful leadership development was integral to the 
success of the project. Black Voices felt they furthered 
their own leadership experience as they “had to step up” 
in coordinating the participating choirs and supporting the 
choir leaders in turn to “provide some leadership in our 
absence as we couldn’t be there all the time with each [choir].” 
Notably, this resonated with the experience of one such choir 
leader, who felt that she developed her own leadership while 
collaborating with the leaders of other participating choirs, 
who supported each other through this new process: 

Another vital aspect of leadership development arose from 
the Bridging Barriers programme, which linked in with the 
Route 34 project. The programme, funded by Youth Music 
and supported by a variety of music industry professionals, 
launched in Autumn 2021 with the intention of empowering 
local young people aged 18-25 years old and enhancing their 
employability, forging clearer pathways into the creative 
industries. Thirteen participants had opportunities to gain new 
skills across music tech, sound engineering and production. 
Many of these young people then became involved with the 
preparations for – and realisation of – Route 34, shadowing 

“A MOTHER CAME 
TO SAY THANK 
YOU AS SHE WAS 
SO PLEASED THAT 
HER DAUGHTER 
FELT INSPIRED 
BY THE PROJECT 
AND WAS PICKING 
UP HER PIANO 
BOOKS AGAIN AND 
PRACTICING.” 

“I DEFINITELY GAINED CONFIDENCE WITHIN 
THE PROCESS… SO, DEFINITELY IT FELT LIKE 
A REAL PROGRESSION FOR ME.” 
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“…KEEP TALKING, KEEP 
DEVELOPING, KEEP SHAPING 
AND… CREATING OPPORTUNITIES 
FOR OUR YOUNG PEOPLE TO 
POSITIVELY ENGAGE IN CULTURAL 
AND CREATIVE INDUSTRIES.”

“FOR ME, THE WHOLE PROCESS 
WAS LIFE CHANGING REALLY.

I THINK IT REALLY ELEVATED 
HOW I FELT ABOUT ME AND MY 
CHOIR AND HOW MY CHOIR FELT 
ABOUT THEMSELVES AS WELL.

SO I THINK IT’S BUILT A BIT OF 
A PLATFORM FOR US TO MOVE 
FORWARD AND CONTINUE TO 
DO GOOD WORK WITHIN THE 
COMMUNITY.”

IMPACT ON ORGANISATION’S 
ASPIRATIONS AND FUTURE 
ACTIVITIES
Heightened visibility was one of the biggest positive outcomes 
of the project for the participating organisations. Black Voices 
felt that Route 34 helped “put us on the map” and had “given us 
a profile throughout the city” due to their performances across 
Birmingham, including at prominent venues such as Symphony 
Hall. Building on this, they expressed a desire to grow further: 

Black Voices have also developed a clearer sense of where to 
channel their energies moving forward. For example, they plan to 

across the NBA organisations and putting their skills into 
practice, gaining first-hand experience. For example, some 
participants took responsibility for setting up the recording 
studios for the recording of the Commonwealth Games anthem, 
while others took key roles in the planning and organisation of 
events. It was commented that “they rose to the occasion” and 
“one has already been offered a job with B:Music” as a result, 
demonstrating the positive benefits of Route 34 in amplifying the 
work Black Voices was already doing to increase participation 
and support young people. 

continue using outdoor spaces for concerts moving forward, as 
these effectively “showcase” the local arts and cultural offering, 
bringing it to the community. They also hope to improve the 
facilities on offer at Grosvenor Road Studios, making it “bigger 
and better… giving more opportunities for the [recording] studio 
to be used” in future. 

Route 34 also showed the vital importance of Black Voices’ 
ongoing work supporting other choirs in the region. Choirs 
participating in Community Spirit benefited from improved 
visibility, which has opened up other opportunities. Voices 
Entwined commented that they have since “been to events that 
we’ve never been invited to before.” A representative of the choir 
commented on the transformative impact of the project and the 
confidence it generated among their group: 

Mass Choir in BullrIng, 6th August
(Image Credit: Shereece Storrod)
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Route 34 Stakeholder Reception
(Image Credit: Shyam Parmer)
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Interviewees felt strongly that the project had aided 
intercultural understanding between young people, schools, 
and communities. Perry Hall Park Family Fun Day was noted as 
a clear example of children and adults learning about cultures 
different to their own. In particular, the wider community was 
invited to experience Caribbean culture. Children shared 
and taught their classmates about different aspects of their 
Caribbean heritage. 

The event gave them the opportunity to perform in front of an 
audience and share in a culture that they might have known little 
about previously. 

“THE FESTIVAL WAS 
BRINGING SOMETHING 
TO PEOPLE WHO HADN’T 
BEEN EXPOSED TO THAT 
TYPE OF DANCE AND TO 
CARNIVAL BEFORE.” 

“WE GAVE THE 
OPPORTUNITY TO THE 
KIDS TO PERFORM 
IN A HIGH-QUALITY 
PRODUCTION – TRUE 
TO THE CARIBBEAN 
CULTURE.” 

“TEACHERS FELT IT WAS 
NICE TO CELEBRATE 
CARIBBEAN CULTURE AS 
THE ONLY THING IN THE 
CURRICULUM ABOUT IT IS 
WHEN TEACHING ABOUT 
SLAVERY. THROUGH THIS 
PROJECT CHILDREN COULD 
CELEBRATE THEIR CULTURE, 
THEIR HOME LIFE AND 
TEACH OTHERS.” 

n St Chad’s Catholic Primary School – Birmingham Lozells
n King Solomon International School – Birmingham Aston
n Chilwell Croft Academy – Birmingham Lozells
n Glenmead Primary School – Birmingham Great Barr
n Nelson Primary School – Birmingham Ladywood
n St Matthew’s C of E Primary School – Birmingham Nechells
n Lozells – Birmingham Lozells
n George Dixon – Birmingham Edgbaston 
n Fortis Academy – Birmingham Great Barr
n Our Lady & St. Chad Catholic Academy – Wolverhampton Old 
Fallings

For some, this was the first chance they had to participate in 
an arts event which celebrated their own lives. The project 
additionally met ACE dance and music’s mission of producing 
high quality performances, with larger venues, more rehearsal 
space, high quality costumes and overall performances 
produced to a high standard.

The project contributed to achieving ACE dance and music’s 
overall mission and played a role in introducing the company to 
new audiences. 

ACE dance and music’s mission to teach people was fulfilled by 
involving 14 schools in the project, enabling children to learn 
about and celebrate the diversity of cultures in their school 
communities. The schools were:

n Water Mill Primary School – Birmingham Selly oak
n St Clare’s Catholic Primary School – Birmingham Handsworth
n Welsh House Farm Community School – Birmingham Quinton 
n St Joseph’s Catholic Primary School – Birmingham Nechells

IMPACT ON THE 
ORGANISATION’S MISSION 
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Additionally, Doorstep Carnival was successful in introducing 
carnival to new audiences and helping participants to share 
in each other’s cultures and traditions. The emphasis was on 
creating a feeling of belonging; the carnival was “their art form” 
no matter what their age, heritage, or background. Similarly, the 
event at the Bullring was commented on by one interviewee as 
an amazing experience, with people of many diverse cultures 
coming together and learning about Caribbean culture:

“THERE WERE SO MANY 
PEOPLE THERE. I DON’T 
KNOW HOW THEY KNEW 
ABOUT IT, MAYBE THEY 
WERE JUST DOING THEIR 
SHOPPING AND STOPPED 
TO WATCH.

 IT WAS THE MOST 
AMAZING ATMOSPHERE. 
THE ENTHUSIASM WAS 
AMAZING, TO SEE PEOPLE 
SHARING IN A CULTURE 
THAT WASN’T THEIRS.” 

Route 34 Stakeholder Reception
(Image Credit: Shyam Parmer)
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IMPACT ON THE CULTURAL 
LIFE AND IMAGE OF THE 
LOCAL AREA 

The project was described as “a major positive for any 
community, … enriches the cultural life of the city.” The BBC 
Breakfast interview with ACE dance and music had an audience 
of six million, which helped to increase their reach. Doorstep 
Festival’s social media coverage showed people in the streets 
enjoying the event. The project may have also re-engaged 
local communities in arts activities following the emergence 
of COVID19 and subsequent reduction in in-person cultural 
activities nationwide.

The project intention – set out in the name of the project Route 
34 – was to draw connection between suburb and city, between 
mainstream arts and cultural activity and what has historically 
been seen as a activity for specific communities. The project 
took the culture of north Birmingham to the city centre and 
made people feel part of the city and the Games. 

One interviewee felt that the project provided an opportunity 
for a cultural commemoration which celebrated the local area. 
This was particularly poignant for the interviewee as north 
Birmingham has often been portrayed in a negative light; one 
school which participated in the Family Fun Day had experienced 
two stabbings on their road during the previous week.

“MANY PEOPLE IN LOCAL 
COMMUNITIES DON’T GO INTO 
THE CITY CENTRE, IT OPENED 
THIS UP TO THEM. 

IT ALSO MADE THEM PART 
OF THE COMMONWEALTH 
GAMES. IT SHOWED THAT IT 
SHOULDN’T ALL BE ABOUT 
THE CITY CENTRE, WE NEED 
TO TAKE EVENTS OUT OF THE 
CITY TOO. 

IT WAS FELT THAT THE 
PROJECT HAD A WIDER 
IMPACT ON THE IMAGE OF 
THE AREA TOO AND ON ITS 
PEOPLE. IT BROUGHT A LOT OF 
JOY AND PRIDE TO THE AREA. 
IT WAS A JOYFUL OCCASION, 
CELEBRATING SOMETHING 
THAT PEOPLE ARE PROUD OF.” 
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR 
SKILLS AND LEADERSHIP 
DEVELOPMENT

The project afforded many opportunities for the young people 
involved. Performing in unfamiliar venues, and experiencing 
audience interaction for the first time, offered the young 
dancers new skills and experiences. Young people had the 
opportunity to lead warmups and to practice the routines with 
children and adults. Chaperones also developed their skills 
during this project. They were trained and debriefed after each 
performance and managed groups of children in challenging 
conditions owing to the multiple costume changes and the hot 
weather. 

Two dance artists emphasised the career development 
opportunity that the project provided. Funding from the Esmée 
Fairbairn Foundation enabled ACE dance and music to train the 
dancers to teach primary school children. These were dancers 
who had worked with ACE dance and music when they were 
children, and one now had the opportunity to go back to the 
primary school she had attended and tutor the children there. 

“ACE ALSO TRAINED 
THEM AS ARTISTS, 
TALKED ABOUT CAREER 
OPPORTUNITIES, GAVE 
THEM SUPPORT AND 
FEEDBACK ON THEIR 
TEACHING. THEY WERE 
BOTH FORMER PUPILS 
WHO HAD TRAINED WITH 
ACE AS KIDS AND WE’D 
SEEN THEM ON SOCIAL 
MEDIA.  ONE WENT INTO 
THE PRIMARY SCHOOL SHE 
HAD ATTENDED. THIS WAS 
A GREAT OPPORTUNITY 
TO SHOW KIDS THAT THEY 
COULD ALSO SUCCEED.”
 
“WE SAW REAL GROWTH IN 
THEM.” 

All the respondents involved with ACE dance and music gave 
examples as to how the project had provided opportunities 
for cultural leadership development. The Rehearsal Director 
at ACE dance and music took on new responsibilities during 
this project, hosting participatory workshops and engaging 
young people, while another young dancer led warm-ups for 
the whole company and took on leadership roles for rehersals. 
The young dancers grew in confidence and more established 
dancers mentored the juniors. One respondent received a work 
promotion prior to the project, a role which came with new 
responsibilities, and the project provided their first experience 
of people management.
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“IN A SCARY BUT GOOD 
WAY IT HAS RAISED 
THE BAR. WE’RE NOW 
THINKING, ‘HOW DO WE 
TOP THAT?’”

“THE THING I WOULD LIKE 
TO SEE IS A CARNIVAL IN 
BIRMINGHAM. WE USED TO 
HAVE ONE AND DON’T ANYMORE 
FOR ONE REASON AND 
ANOTHER. IF ANYONE COULD 
PULL THAT OFF, IT WOULD BE 
ACE DANCE & MUSIC. IT WOULD 
BE VERY WELL RECEIVED.” 

IMPACT ON 
ORGANISATION’S 
ASPIRATIONS AND 
FUTURE ACTIVITIES
ACE dance and music’s involvement in this project helped their 
staff and performers reflect on their plans for future activities. 

The children’s classes recently resumed for the new term. 
ACE dance and music found that class numbers had grown; 
the project appears to have captured the attention of local 
audiences. One respondent hoped that a carnival could return 
to Birmingham, noting that ACE dance and music could be the 
organisation to produce such a large event. 

Plans are already in place to repeat the format of the Route 34 
project in the Black Country, creating a carnival on the streets. 
There are also aspirations to produce a bi-annual carnival in 
Birmingham. ACE dance and music plans to work closely with 
Black Voices to incorporate calypso music into future events 
and to use the Legacy Centre as a venue. Alongside this, there 
are also aspirations to work with more schools and a wider 
range of children. One interviewee hoped to reach all of the 
schools in north Birmingham and make the Family Fun Day an 
annual event. 

Respondents identified potential barriers to success for 
future activities, one being a lack of financial resources 
hindering children to get involved. ACE dance and music are 
hoping to provide financial assistance for children who could 
not otherwise afford to participate in lessons in the future. 
Engagement with some communities in the local area is more 
intricate than other, for example some members of conservative 
Islamic community who avoid listening to music. It was felt that 
ACE dance and music would need to collaborate with members 
of a range of communities in order to engage a wider group.

Route 34 Stakeholder Reception
(Image Credit: Shyam Parmer)
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Perry Hall Park 
(Image Credit: Brian Slater)
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“WE ALWAYS LOVE 
TO ENGAGE THE 
COMMUNITY... ONE WAY 
OR ANOTHER.” “THE POLICE WERE 

ON ALERT FOR THAT. 
BECAUSE WHEN IT 
IS LIKE IN ASTON 
AND THINGS MIGHT 
HAPPEN, ESPECIALLY 
WHEN IT COMES TO 
EVENTS THAT ARE 
FREE AND OPEN FOR 
THE COMMUNITY… YOU 
NEVER KNOW WHO 
YOU’RE GONNA GET 
INTO THE BUILDING.” 

“…EVEN WITH 2000 PEOPLE, 
NOT ONE CASUALTY 
HAPPENED, NOT ONE BREAK 
OUT AND NOT ONE TIME 
THAT THE SECURITY HAD 
TO STEP UP. LIKE EVERYONE 
WAS JUST HAPPY TO JUST BE 
TOGETHER AND JUST ENJOY 
THE MUSIC AND EVERYONE 
CAME WITH THE RIGHT 
MINDSET.” 

IMPACT ON THE CULTURAL 
LIFE AND IMAGE OF THE 
LOCAL AREA 
Improvements to the image of north Birmingham, particularly 
in relation to crime, were highlighted by interview respondents. 
One interviewee noted that the free evening concert on 2nd July 
was seen by police as a “high risk event” and was resourced with 
heavy levels of security and policing: 

However, almost 2000 people attended, and the event ran 
smoothly: 

Route 34 also worked to improve access to arts and culture 
within the local community, as “most of our events were free 
as well, which then makes it easier for people that never had a 
certain type of experience”. One interviewee commented that 
Route 34 “put a smile on people’s faces” as each event seemed 
to be valued by the community as a space for leisure, fun and 
enjoyment. She observed “the joy on people's faces, just having a 
day out and - it's just - it was calm.”

One interviewee highlighted the impact of the project upon 
Legacy Centre’s community-involved outlook: 

From their point of view, the project helped the organisation 
to continue realising this mission of developing community 
engagement and widening participation. Route 34 centred local 
communities of north Birmingham, engaging people who “we 
have never even seen before”. In some cases, these people have 
continued to visit and engage with the Legacy Centre after the 
project itself concluded. Route 34 laid the foundations for Legacy 
Centre to further expand participation and nurture longer-term 
participation among its target communities. 

It was noted that Route 34 helped with “raising the profile” 
of Legacy Centre, showcasing its ability to connect with the 
community and organise effectively, and highlighting “a more 
serious side... like we know how to organise events”. 

IMPACT ON THE 
ORGANISATION’S MISSION 
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IMPACT ON ORGANISATION’S 
ASPIRATIONS AND FUTURE 
ACTIVITIES
In addition to comments noted elsewhere regarding the 
importance of bringing in more external creatives and hosting 
more family-centric events such as “family fun days,” one 
interviewee felt that Route 34 has proved the viability of large-
scale community events for Legacy Centre: 

“WE’RE ALSO GOING TO 
DO A SATURDAY SCHOOL. I 
THINK WE’RE LAUNCHING 
THAT IN 2023. AND AGAIN, 
LIKE THE OTHER EVENT 
WITH 2000 OF PEOPLE NOW 
THAT WE’VE SEEN, LIKE 
OK IT IS SUITABLE AND WE 
CAN ACTUALLY DO THIS 
FOR THIS COMMUNITY, IT 
IS PROBABLY SOMETHING 
THAT WE WANT TO KEEP 
IN HERE, BUT THEN ON 
AN ANNUAL BASIS JUST 
TO GIVE BACK TO THE 
COMMUNITY.”

Route 34 Stakeholder Reception
(Image Credit: Shyam Parmer)

OPPORTUNITIES FOR 
SKILLS AND LEADERSHIP 
DEVELOPMENT 
Leadership development has been a continuous process for 
everyone involved in Legacy Centre, as the organisation has only 
been established for three years. 

Although the COVID19 pandemic reduced opportunities for 
growth while Legacy Centre was at a formative stage of 

development, one interviewee felt that they had learned 
from this experience, particularly as “along the way we 
create opportunities”. The interviewee was keen to note that 
coordinating and taking the lead on the last event of Route 34 
was a “networking moment” and an opportunity for leadership 
development.
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Birmingham 2022 Festival, Bullring 6th August 
(Image Credit: John Phillips/Getty Images)
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Caribbean Flora at Midlands Arts Centre 
(Image Credit: Pauline Bailey)
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IMPACT ON THE 
ORGANISATION’S MISSION 

“I HOPE IT CHANGED 
PEOPLE’S PERSPECTIVE OF 
WHAT WE DO, BOTH WITHIN 
NORTH BIRMINGHAM AND 
MORE WIDELY.” 

“FOR US IT WAS A BIG 
OPPORTUNITY TO BE ABLE 
TO SHOW OUR SKILLS IN THIS 
SPACE AND KIND OF OPEN UP 
THIS WHOLE SORT OF NEW 
MARKET TO US AS WELL, 
BECAUSE THAT’S KIND OF 
LIKE WHERE WE REALLY WANT 
TO GO.” 

Black Arts Forum’s (BAF) role in this project changed from what 
was initially envisaged. Funding for the initial idea for BAF to 
work on an international element of Route 34, co-hosting an 
online exhibition with artists in Gambia, was unsuccessful with 
the British Council. With no time to reapply for funding, BAF then 
focused on creating the visual documentation of the event. This 
became a “mammoth task” as BAF struggled to recruit artists to 
work on the project due to difficulties processing payments of 
the commission. Work to produce a publication of NBA’s work is 
still ongoing. 

BAF’s involvement in the project consolidated the work that 
they have been doing in raising the profile of local artists. One 
individual discussed the role that the project played in enabling 
BAF to engage with new audiences and encourage greater 
participation in the arts. She felt that this project enabled BAF to 
show that they could host a community event. It brought people 
into Grosvenor Road Studios who had never been there before, 
furthering the mission to engage with different communities and 
encourage participation in arts-based activities. 

The project provided new opportunities for individuals and 
organisations to work in the arts sector. The work of BAF allowed 
one respondent to advance within the arts for the first time after 
having previously worked within the automotive, engineering and 
aerospace industry, and show that their practice of immersive 
could be introduced successfully to the arts, culture, and 
community space. It also enabled them to form connections with 
other organisations which has led to further collaborations. 

Another interviewee commented that the project enabled 
further work, networking opportunities and the chance to 
develop new skills. She felt that she learnt a lot from the people 
she worked with during this project. 

Perry Hall Park 
(Image Credit: Brian Slater)
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IMPACT ON THE CULTURAL 
LIFE AND IMAGE OF THE 
LOCAL AREA 
The project provided BAF with a valuable opportunity to connect 
with people in north Birmingham. Free events lessened some of 
the barriers to access, and events offered free refreshments 
for attendees. The event at the Midlands Arts Centre (MAC), a 
venue located across the city from BAF location in the south of   
Birmingham, was highlighted by one interviewee as an activity 
that evidenced high-level community engagement taking place. 
It was felt that this event would promote good community 
cohesion between separate groups in the area. 

The project was also an opportunity for different organisations 
to network. Further collaborative activities may be possible in 
future, enabled by the connections created during Route 34.

The events drew large crowds. In discussing the Perry Hall Park 
family fun day, an interviewee noted that:

BAF used modern technologies to engage a wide audience. Taran 
3D created models of the costumes and making them available 
through augmented reality for anyone to try and wear the 
costume digitally. 

This project was able to showcase the range of local arts 
practices to a broad audience. In addition, it brought visiting 
artists into the local area, such as the women from the craft 
group in Yardley who shared their skills with local people. 

OPPORTUNITIES FOR 
SKILLS AND LEADERSHIP 
DEVELOPMENT 
The project enabled BAF to provide artists with leadership 
opportunities across varied aspects of the project. This was 
appreciated by the BAF partners interviewed. 

“NOW THERE’S A COMMUNITY 
OF PEOPLE WHO KIND OF 
UNDERSTAND AND KNOW EACH 
OTHER AND WORK TOGETHER 
WITH EACH OTHER. AND I 
THINK THAT WAS REALLY KEY 
IN TERMS OF NOT JUST FOR 
THE PROJECT, BUT THE LEGACY 
OF THE PROJECT AS WELL 
GOING FORWARD.” 

“LOCAL PEOPLE WANT A 
CARNIVAL; THEY WANT TO 
DO THIS AS AN ANNUAL 
EVENT.” 

“THE AREA BECAME 
AN INCLUSIVE 
MELTING POT OF 
DIFFERENT SKILLS 
AND CULTURES.” 

“BLACK ARTS 
FORUM IS VERY 
OPEN TO DIFFERENT 
PEOPLE COMING 
IN AND BEING A 
PART OF IT, WHICH 
IS REALLY USEFUL. 
AND I THOUGHT 
THAT THAT SHOWS 
GOOD LEADERSHIP 
AS WELL IN TERMS 
OF HOW THEY’RE 
RUNNING.” 
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A specific example is the opportunity offered to one participating 
student to develop skills and leadership while working on 
the digitalisation project. While working with Taran 3D on a 
university placement as part of the project, this student learnt 
how to digitalise the costumes, document them, and organise 
the data. Taran 3D taught her the skills which she went on to 
use to digitise the rest of the costumes, allowing her to develop 
project management and organisational skills. Leadership skills 
were also developed throughout the project as owing to the 
scale of the project, with different organisations involved in the 
organisation of costume, make up and dancers. 

Route 34 also provided BAF staff the opportunity to hone their 
project management skills as the scale of this project was much 
bigger than anything they had worked on before. It gave BAF’s 
leadership the opportunity to think about who they work with 
and how, and to consider the different opportunities that are 
available by engaging new external partners. 

IMPACT ON ORGANISATION’S 
ASPIRATIONS AND FUTURE 
ACTIVITIES
The success of the Route 34 project lay in the fact that it came 
from within the community; it was important to the people doing 
it and so it was authentic and genuine. The project displayed the 
success of participating organisations collaborating; further 
collaborations with different groups or communities could be 
possible. A future step could be to engage additional groups 
at community events. Another suggestion was for increased 
work with schools, involving more young people in working with 
different styles of dance, costume, and music.

Embracing immersive technology added to the project’s interest. 
New technologies could be used to engage students in learning 
about diverse cultures during school engagements. There 
were also further suggestions to develop an online platform 
on which all of the costumes from the project could be viewed, 
and on which the process of creating the costumes could be 
documented. 

It was felt by one interviewee that the project had led to a 
“crossroads” moment for BAF, that their future was uncertain, 
and that discussion was needed to determine the roles of BAF 
and the NBA. The interviewee felt that the overlap in the work 
between BAF and NBA meant that they were no longer sure of 
which direction BAF should take.  

“I THINK IT’S REALLY 
GOOD THAT THEY’VE 
BEEN ABLE TO SORT OF 
TURN UP AND PRODUCE 
THE GOODS IN A WAY. 
WE’VE SHOWN THAT 
THEY CAN BRING 
ORGANISATIONS 
TOGETHER.”

“ARTS AND CRAFTS ARE 
ALWAYS IMPORTANT, WE 
NEED MORE ENGAGEMENT, 
WITH BOTH NEW AND 
EXISTING AUDIENCES. 
ENGAGEMENT IS WHAT IT 
IS ALL ABOUT.” 

“THE DANCE, MUSIC AND 
COSTUME, BUILDING 
IMMERSIVE TECH INTO 
SCHOOLS AND ENGAGING 
JUST MORE PEOPLE 
WITH IT.” 

“BAF IS AT A CROSSROADS, 
A POINT WHERE WE NEED 
TO RETHINK, LOOK AT 
WHERE WE’RE HEADING. 
WE NEED TO BUILD 
CAPACITY, MAYBE START 
AFRESH. WE NEED THE 
CORE FINANCE TO PAY 
STAFF FOR THE WORK 
THEY DO.” 
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Birmingham 2022 Festival, Bullring 6th August 
(Image Credit: John Phillips/Getty Images)
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The impacts of the programme of activities that formed part 
of Route 34 was wide-reaching. Individual stories related to 
areas such as skills development, celebration of culture and 
community, and collaborative working highlight these impacts. 

Findings from the study also allude to the fact that some of these 
impacts on the area, local infrastructure, individual beneficiaries 
and organisations will carry into the future. 

In spite of the limitations of time, the pandemic and lockdown 
conditions, the project was able to fulfil the majority of its 
original objective. Interestingly, this included building positive 
narratives related to the north Birmingham area and its cultural 
offer. There is positive momentum in the individual organisations 
to develop on the experience in a variety of ways and work in 
north Birmingham and beyond in a collaborative manner. What 
Route 34 revealed through this model of engagement was a 
wide range of audiences and participants across the city for this 
work. It was not one big event in one place, but activities spread 
across the city over the summer. 

On the other hand, the group are also realistic about future 
challenges. They highlighted that lack of access to funding, 
capacity for large scale events and their existing commitments 
might limit the ability of NBA to deliver projects of a similar scale 
and impact as Route 34. 

We hope that the learning derived from this project about their 
relative strengths, weaknesses and future opportunities for NBA 
as a consortium assist the future development of the group.

CONCLUDING THOUGHTS Illuminate at Smithfield Festival Site
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